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Nuclear magnetization distribution radii determined by hyperfine transitions in the 1s level
of H-like ions 185Re741 and 187Re741
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The F53 to F52 hyperfine transitions in the 1s ground state of the two isotopes185Re741 and 187Re741

were measured to be (4560.563) Å and (4516.963) Å, respectively, using emission spectroscopy in an
electron beam ion trap. After applying appropriate corrections for the nuclear charge distribution and QED
effects, a Bohr-Weisskopf effect of«52.23~9!% and 2.30~9!% are found for185Re and187Re, respectively.
This value is almost twice that of a previous theoretical estimate, and indicates a distribution of the nuclear
magnetization far more extended than that of the nuclear charge. A radius of the magnetization distribution of
^r m

2 &1/257.57(32) fm and̂ r m
2 &1/257.69~32! fm for 185Re and187Re, respectively, is inferred from the data.

These radii are larger than the nuclear charge distribution radius@^r c
2&1/255.39(1) fm# for both isotopes by

factors 1.40~6! and 1.43~6!, respectively. We find that the Bohr-Weisskopf effect in H-like ions is a sensitive
probe of nuclear magnetization distribution, especially for cases where the charge distribution and magnetic
moments are accurately known.@S1050-2947~98!02002-2#

PACS number~s!: 32.10.Fn, 32.30.Jc, 31.30.Gs, 21.10.Gv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the hyperfine structure~hfs! established
a bridge between nuclear and atomic physics that has se
as a tool for the scrutiny of nuclear properties and ba
physical principles. The derivation of the value of th
nuclear magnetic moment by Fermi@1# from the hyperfine
structure of the Cs and Na~measured in the optical spectra
those elements by Jackson@2# and Schu¨ler @3#! is one ex-
ample. Other examples are the nuclear charge distribu
effect postulated by Breit and Rosenthal@4#, and the nuclear
magnetization distribution~NMD! postulated by Bohr and
Weisskopf @5,6#, to explain an isotopic dependence in t
ratio between hyperfine structures and nuclearg factors,
known as the ‘‘hyperfine anomaly.’’ The influence of th
nucleus on the electronic energy levels and the associ
line emission can be precisely measured by an assortme
accurate, high resolution optical, laser, and microwave to
The results have challenged theory and have stimulated
ferent branches of atomic and nuclear physics@7,8#.

The precision of current NMD data has not been suffici
to distinguish among nuclear models. The lack of such d
affects several problems in this region of overlap betwe
atomic and nuclear physics. The first is the interpretation
atomic parity nonconservation~PNC! experiments, which is
limited by the uncertainty in the distribution of neutrons
the nucleus@9#. The second is the fact that the nuclear an
pole moment recently observed by Woodet al. @10# can arise
from several different effects and a good understanding
the nuclear wave function is essential for the analysis
experimental data@11–17#. A proton electric dipole momen
~EDM!, which would violate parity (P) and time (T) rever-
571050-2947/98/57~2!/879~9!/$15.00
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sal invariance, could lead to an observable nuclear EDM
charge and electric dipole distributions differ@18#. A nuclear
EDM, like the magnetic moment, can be expected to a
mainly from the valence nucleon, and information about
NMD would thus be valuable for the interpretation of expe
ments searching for an EDM@19–22#.

The principal aim of this paper’s work is to provide e
perimental data that can be used to infer the magnetic st
ture of the nucleus. We believe that the method presen
here is more appropriate to determine the nuclear magn
zation distribution than any of the techniques currently
use, as we will show below.

The main tool for studying NMD has been measuringg
rays emitted by muonic atoms~see, e.g., Bu¨ttgenbach@8#!.
For high Z nuclei, the Bohr-Weisskopf effect reduces th
separation of the hyperfine level in the 1s state by 50%.
However, while this effect is on the order of a few keV,
has to be extracted fromg-ray transitions corresponding e
ther to muonic or nuclear transitions, which have energies
several MeV and large experimental uncertainties. The ini
cascade, when the captured muon relaxes from highn levels
(n'14) mainly by ejection of Auger electrons, leaves t
originally neutral atom in an ionized state; this causes sm
electronic screening effects even in the 1s muon. The muon
also strongly polarizes the nuclear charge distribution, cre
ing additional uncertainties. Ideally, the Bohr-Weisskopf
fect is determined directly from the hyperfine transitio
within the muonic 1s level. This transition, however, canno
be directly observed for the following reasons:

~a! The upper hyperfine level may relax by emission of
Auger (M1) electron~extrapolating the rates given by Win
ston@23# to Z'75! in a picosecond time scale. This is mo
879 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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880 57J. R. CRESPO LO´ PEZ-URRUTIA et al.
than three orders of magnitude faster than the radiativeM1
hyperfine transition.

~b! The weak interaction with nuclear matter captures
1s muon at rates of 108 s21.

~c! The lifetime of the muon~2.2 ms! also quenches the
upper hyperfineF level, although less significantly than th
other two effects for high-Z elements.

Hence, all of these processes happen well before thes
hyperfine transition can take place and make its observa
close to impossible. Due to these limitations, the study
muonic atoms has delivered results for the Bohr-Weissk
effect with uncertainties on the order of several percent@24#,
which is not sufficient to distinguish among different nucle
models, as pointed out in a review of the magnetic hyper
anomalies by Bu¨ttgenbach@8#. The usefulness of other exoti
atoms containing hadrons for the study of the Bo
Weisskopf~BW! effect is similarly limited, especially by the
strong nuclear forces present when the wave function
those particles and the nucleus overlap, which quench
atomic states with a strong magnetic interaction between
nuclear magnetization distribution and the orbiting partic

Despite the remarkable accuracy achieved by laser s
troscopic techniques, measurements of neutral atoms inv
ing valence electrons are not particularly suitable for de
mining the size of the BW effect either, since they ne
complex atomic structure calculations for the interpretat
to take into account many-electron correlations. Measu
ments of hyperfine anomalies can, however, give informa
about differences in the NMD for different isotopes of t
same element.

Nuclear size effects are more pronounced on the 1s elec-
trons, which are also less sensitive to correlation effects.
measure them on an absolute scale with x-ray transit
involving a hole in theK shell requires a resolution in th
x-ray region still beyond the experimental possibilities; on
isotopic variations have been measured~see, e.g.,@25#!.

In contrast to the complexity of muonic or neutral ele
tronic atoms, the simplicity of one-electron ions in the h
drogenic isoelectronic sequence offers great advantage
the theoretical modeling and therefore for the interpretat
of experimental data. All contributions related to the pre
ence of a single electron are theoretically well understo
The experimental precision can be very high, as seen in
hydrogen atom, where the hfs splitting of the ground st
has become one of the most accurately measured phy
quantities@26#. The spontaneous 1s hyperfine transition in
H, D, and He1 has been observed in astrophysical sourc
but few laboratory measurements have been carried out~H,
D, T, He1! due to the extremely long lifetime of the upp
hyperfine levels in neutrals and low-charged ions@7#. The
hfs of H-like ions had until recently only been accessible
experimental research in the cases He1 and Li21.

There is a large interest in expanding this field of resea
into higher-Z elements. The sensitivity of the 1s electrons to
nuclear and QED effects is greatly enhanced by the sp
overlap of their wave functions with the nucleus, which le
the total hfs splitting scale with approximatelyZ3. The 1s
hyperfine transition in hydrogen has a wavelength of 21 c
At aroundZ.65, the transition between the twoF levels of
the 1s ground state scales into the infrared, visible, and
region of the electromagnetic spectrum depending on
e
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particular value of the magnetic moment of the nucle
Such highly charged hydrogenlike ions are now routin
produced and studied using both electron beam ion tr
~EBIT! and heavy ion storage rings. Recently, several m
surements of the ground-state hyperfine splitting of hig
charged ions have been published. Using the GSI stor
ring and laser excitation an energy splitting of 5.0840~8! eV
between theF55 andF54 states of H-like209Bi821 was
obtained@27#. Using a high-energy electron beam ion trap
LLNL ~SuperEBIT!, 2.1645~6! eV was obtained for the en
ergy difference between the levelsF54 andF53 of H-like
165Ho661 @28# and 0.821~26! eV for the energy difference
between theF55 andF54 states of Li-like Bi801 @29#.

In the following we present a measurement of the hyp
fine splitting of the 1s ground level in H-like rhenium. The
measurement is carried out for both naturally occurring i
topes of Re,185Re, and187Re. Because the nuclear param
eters needed to infer the Bohr-Weisskopf correction facto«
from the value of the hyperfine splitting are known with hig
accuracy, we use the measurement of Re to determine
nuclear magnetization distribution and infer the magneti
tion radius. This shows that hyperfine structure measu
ments in high-Z H-like ions provide a direct window on the
magnetic properties of the nucleus, including the neutron
tribution, that is not afforded by any other technique cu
rently available.

II. THEORY

Analog to the hydrogen atom, in hydrogenic ions the co
pling between the nuclear spinI ~if the nucleus has one! and
the total electron angular momentumJ5 1

2 splits the ground
state in twoF levelsF5I 1J, I 2J. The main term contrib-
uting to the separation of the hfs levels of the ground state
a highly charged hydrogenlike ion is linearly dependent
the magnetic moment of the nucleus. The energy differe
DE between the two neighboring levels with highestF val-
ues in a H-like ion is given by Shabaev@30# as

DE5
a4Z3

n3

m I

I

me

mp

~ I 1 j !mec
2

j ~ j 11!~2l 11!
@A~12d!~12«!1k rad#

~1!

with the following terms: a, fine-structure constant;Z,
nuclear charge;n, the principal quantum number;l and j ,
the orbital and total angular momentum quantum numb
mL , nuclear magnetic moment;me , mp : electron, proton
mass; I , nuclear spin;A, relativistic correction factor;d,
nuclear charge distribution correction;«, nuclear magnetiza-
tion distribution~Bohr-Weisskopf! correction;k rad, QED ra-
diative corrections.

The QED corrections applied are small because of can
lation effects and can be calculated to an appropriate de
of accuracy by using well established theoretical meth
~for the self-energy, see Perssonet al. @31#; for the vacuum
polarization see Schneideret al. @32# and also Sunnergren
et al. @33#!. The net QED contribution to the electron ener
accounts for a few tenths of one percent of the total ene
splitting of the 1s level for heavy ions.

Approximate expressions for the relativistic correcti
factorA, independent of the principal quantum number, we
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57 881NUCLEAR MAGNETIZATION DISTRIBUTION RADII . . .
obtained by Breit@34# and Racah@35# and have been tabu
lated by Kopfermann@36#. More complete expressions, in
cluding then dependence, are given by Pyykko¨ et al. @37#,
with results tabulated forZ up to 100. This factorA is of the
order 1.2 to 2.8 for high-Z ions.

A. Nuclear charge distribution

Nuclear size effects produce important contributions.
treat those, series expansions of the electronic wave fu
tions close to the nucleus can be obtained analytically
certain nuclear charge distributions, and were utilized
ready in the early days of hyperfine anomaly studies@5,6,38#.
Kopfermann@36# indicated a reduction of the hfs of abo
10% for Z575 resulting from finite size effects. Shaba
@30# recently followed again this approach to calculate
hyperfine structure for a number of hydrogenlike systems
experimental interest, using a homogeneous charge dist
tion.

The shape of an arbitrary nuclear distribution can often
adequately described by the moments^r c

2n& of the distribu-
tion @39#. The sensitivity to changes in the charge distrib
tion is seen most easily by writing the hyperfine splitti
parameter in terms of changes in the moments,^r c

2n&, of the
charge distribution, relative to a reference distribution,

DE5DE0@11x2d^r c
2&1x4d^r c

4&1x6d^r c
6&#. ~2!

The Fermi distribution,rc(r )5r0 /(11e(r 2c)/a), where
the charge densityrc(r ) is given in terms of the paramete
c ~half-density thickness! anda ~skin thickness!, is a conve-
nient way to model different nuclear distributions. The c
culated hfs splitting can then be written

DE5DE0@11xrd^r c
2&1xada2# ~3!

in terms ofd^r c
2& andda2.

B. Nuclear magnetization distribution

The magnetic moment distribution can, to a first appro
mation, be expected to follow the distribution of the unpair
nucleon~s!. By contrast,all protons contribute to the charg
distribution. We can thus expect the average magnetic ra
^r m

2 & to be larger than̂r c
2& and also to find that the magne

tization distribution is more sensitive to perturbations. Inv
tigations of the ‘‘hyperfine anomalies’’ for the Tl isotope
showed that the difference in magnetization distribution
tween203Tl and 205Tl is about twice as large as the change
the charge distribution@40#. In general the corrections for th
distribution of nuclear magnetization can be expressed
terms of a parameter« in Eq. ~1!, which relates the hyperfine
structure for an ideal point magnetic dipole and a realis
distributed magnetization. Following Shabaev@30# and ear-
lier work @5,6#, the effect for an arbitrary nuclear distributio
is written in terms of integrals in the form

^kS&54pE
0

`

kS~R!wS~R!R2dR

5a2^R
2&1a4^R

4&1a6^R
6&,
o
c-
r

l-

e
f
u-
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-

-
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-

-
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^kL&54pE
0

`

kL~R!wL~R!R2dR

5b2^R
2&1b4^R

4&1b6^R
6&. ~4!

In the extreme single particle model, the nuclear magn
moment is due to a single unpaired nucleon. The val
^R2n& needed in Eqs.~4! are then simply given by the cor
responding expectation values for the unpaired nucleon
general, the nuclear wave function is more complex. Tak
many-body effects into account leads to three different s
of ‘‘effective’’ ^R2n& parameters, corresponding to spin, o
bital, and spin asymmetry contributions to the magnetic m
ment. ~These parameters are analogous to the contact,
bital, and spin-dipole parameters often used to analyze
electronic part of the hyperfine structure.! In our analysis of
experimental results we have, however, not distinguished
tween these contributions. The total correction due to
nuclear magnetization distribution can then be written as

«5aS@^kS&1z~^kS&2^kL&!#1aL^kL&, ~5!

where

aS5
gS

gI

gI2gL

gS2gL
~6!

and

aL512aS , ~7!

and the spin asymmetry parameterz is given by

z5H 2I 21

4~ I 11!
for I 5 l 1 1

2

2I 13

4I
for I 5 l 2 1

2

~8!

in the extreme single particle model@5#, where the total
nuclear angular momentum is considered to be due to
unpaired nucleon. The sping factor can then be determine
from the relation given by Bohr and Mottelson@41#:

m5I FgL6~gS2gL!
1

2l 11G for I 5 l 6 1
2 , ~9!

since gL is commonly set to 1 and 0 for a proton and
neutron, respectively. For the two Re isotopes studied h
we find, by inserting the different magnetic moments in the
expressions,gs(

185Re)52.374 andgs(
187Re)52.439, giving

as(
185Re)50.372 andas(

187Re)50.379.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Ion production and trapping

The setup of this experiment has been reported in@28#.
The production of hydrogenlike rhenium ions in a hig
energy electron beam ion trap~SuperEBIT! relies on electron
impact ionization. An electron beam of variable energy
axially compressed by a high magnetic field to a radius of
mm and creates an electron density of up to 1013 e/cm3. In
the electrical field created by the associated space cha
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ions experience a force towards the electron beam. A se
three drift tubes defines a potential minimum in the mid
drift tube, confining the ions in the vertical direction. Th
trap is initially loaded by introducing low charge Re ion
from a metal vapor vacuum arc~MEVVA ! injected into the
trap through a beam line also used for ion extraction. T
MEVVA used here contained natural Re~37% 185Re, 63%
187Re!. The trapped ions are denuded of all electrons hav
binding energies lower than the electron beam energy
successive electron impact processes during the long
ping cycles~20 s typically in the present measurement!.

The ion trap is monitored by a germanium detector
determine the ionic species present and the charge bala
Figure 1 shows part of the x-ray spectrum emitted by
ions in the trap under beam excitation at 141 keV. The
gion displayed shows the radiative recombination lines~RR!,
produced when the free, nearly monoenergetic beam e
trons are captured by the ions into vacancies in the diffe
shells. The photon energy consists of the sum of the be
energy plus the ionization energy for the vacancy filled
the captured electron. The most prominent line correspo
to radiative recombination into levels withn52 and j 5 1

2 ,
that is, ions belonging to the He-Li-Be-B-C isoelectronic s
quences. Spectra taken with and without Re injection
displayed for comparison. When no Re is injected, the t
fills up in few seconds with Ba ions, evaporated from t
e-gun cathode, and Xe ions from background gas. We e
mate the charge balance in the trap from the radiative rec
bination spectrum by taking into account the radiative
combination cross sections and the detector efficiency
function of the photon energy. Under the conditions show
the most abundant species in the trap were the He-like R731

ion and the Li-like Re721 in roughly the same concentration
Both charge states together comprise approximately 75%
the ion contents of the trap. The concentration of H-li
Re741 was around 6%, bare Re751 was estimated at only
0.2%, and the Be-like and other lower charge states mad
the rest. At a beam energy of 163 keV and 280 mA be
current, we observed fractions of H-like Re741 near 10%.
The energy resolution in those x-ray spectra is degraded
pile-up from the much increased bremsstrahlung of
beam, but they display the same features as Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. X-ray spectrum of the trap showing runs with and wi
out Re.
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B. Population of the upper hyperfine level

Two main processes are expected to populate the u
hyperfine level of the H-like ion in our trap. The most im
portant is collisional ionization of He-like ions, where one
the two 1s electrons is removed leaving a H-like ion behin
with similar probability for population in any of the two hf
states. The second process is radiative recombination
beam electrons with bare ions, also populating both hfs l
els nearly evenly. Collisional excitation requiring a spin fl
is far less probable than these two mechanisms and ca
neglected. With these processes, and taking into accoun
spectrograph’s detection efficiency, the observed pho
count rate can be explained. Since the trap reaches a q
steady state within a few seconds, the rates for ionization
recombination become the same; therefore, the RR pea
n51 indicates how much H-like Re741 recombines into He-
like and at the same time how much He-like is ionized in
H-like rhenium. This process, as already mentioned, po
lates both hyperfine levels statistically. This rate was cal
lated to be approximately 7 s21 in steady state by a cod
including rate equations for ionization, recombination, a
charge exchange under the given experimental condition

C. Detection of optical radiation

We use a prism spectrograph equipped with a cryoge
CCD camera to detect the spontaneous emission from
hyperfine transitions in the H-like ions. Due to the extrem
low number of emitting ions~thousands!, and the low exci-
tation rate (,10 s21), great care was necessary to separ
the signals on the order of a few tens of photons per h
from much higher levels of background. A cutoff filte
~BG38! is used to reduce the near-IR stray light backgrou
above 6700 Å. The total detection efficiency of the syste
after taking into consideration a solid angle collection e
ciency of 731024, is around 2.531024. The thermal and
atomic line background are eliminated by subtracting fro
every spectrum taken with Re ions in the trap another
taken without Re injection. Cosmic rays are detected by
CCD during the long exposure times. Their contribution
largely reduced by an appropriate software discrimina
level during the data reduction. To obtain spectra from
two-dimensional images, the pixel counts on the CCD det
tor are integrated along one dimension.

D. Wavelength calibration

For the calibration of the spectrograph, we use the pro
dure already described in@28# repeatedly during the experi
ment. Neutral gases were injected as an atomic beam into
trap; the atoms crossing the electron beam are excited
emit visible radiation characteristic for the element in qu
tion. The full visible range can be calibrated with th
method with a nonlinear wavelength scale interpolated b
least-squares approximation of a fourth-order polynomial
a range of 200 Å around the interesting features, appro
mately 5 HeI, 20 Ar I, and ArII and 15 KrI and KrII lines
are found. Their measured wavelengths are taken from s
dard reference books, and have uncertainties around 0.0
making the wavelength calibration error only a fraction of
Å. This uncertainty is negligible compared with the statis
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cal error in the centroid determination of the hyperfine lin
The linear dispersion on this region of the spectrum is 2.1
Å/pixel. The lines show a full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of 5 Å, corresponding to roughly 2.3 pixels. Give
the small linewidth in terms of number of pixels, we have
assume a possible error of61 pixel additionally to the sta-
tistical and calibration errors. We estimate the total unc
tainty in the wavelength determination at63 Å, or 1.8 meV.

E. Results

Twenty days of observation were necessary to obtain
propriate signal-to-noise ratios for the wavelength deter
nation of the hyperfine lines. The spectrum acquired is d
played in Fig. 2.

To exclude the possibility that the lines were emitted b
Re ion with a lower charge state, the experiment was
peated, but making sure that no H-like Re741 could be pro-
duced, while keeping the other charge states in the trap
sentially unchanged. This was done by lowering the be
energy below the ionization potential of Re-like Re731, so
that no Re741 could be produced.

Unfortunately, the level of background in the optical r
gion during these runs was very high, and the expec
signal-to-noise ratio was degraded. Beam instabilities, wh
can occur at a rate of several per hour, evaporated gases
the cryogenic walls, creating line radiation and bursts
light. The signal count rate in the187Re line was never bette
than 40 counts per hour, integrating the total linewidth.
the 185Re line the rate was not higher than 24 counts
hour. Very small fluctuations in the background level mad
therefore impossible to obtain a better baseline. The
spectra collected during the measurement period were
lyzed in batches of 100 spectra, every batch with its co
sponding set of observation with and without hydrogenic R
The background baseline shows a time dependence, dep
ing on the ultrahigh vacuum conditions of the machine,
pecially after wavelength calibration runs using neutral g
injection.

We disregarded spectra showing excessive noise. The
terion used for rejection was the standard deviation of
signal from zero over the full spectral range. Only the spec

FIG. 2. Spectrum showing the two lines corresponding to
hyperfine transitionF53 to F52 of the isotopes187Re and185Re
in the 1s level of hydrogenlike Re741 ~air wavelengths!.
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showing the smallest deviations from the baseline w
taken, since the expected total signal is very small and la
deviations in any region of the spectrum are an indication
beam instabilities. The presence of the Ar131 line at 4413 Å
and of the HeII at 4686 Å is due to the background vari
tions mentioned before; those lines appear with various
tensities in runs with and without Re injection. Since they a
identified unambiguously, they are not assigned to Re.
two features at (4515.863) Å and (4559.263) Å ~air
wavelength! are identified as the 1s level hfs transitions of
the two natural isotopes of that element. The two rheni
hyperfine transitions were never observed without Re inj
tion or at energies below the He-like ionization potenti
Their relative intensities are consistent with the isoto
abundances for natural rhenium. The corresponding vacu
wavelengths and transition energies are (4517.063) Å,
~2.745060.0018! eV and ~4560.463! Å, ~2.719060.0018!
eV, respectively. Table I summarizes these results and
results from other related experiments.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE MAGNETIZATION
RADIUS

The observed hyperfine structure is the result of sev
different contributions as indicated in Eq.~1! We use here
the experimental data to extract the magnetization rad
from the Bohr-Weisskopf correction. For this purpose,
need the values of all other parameters contributing to
hyperfine splitting, which are the nuclear magnetic mome
the relativistic correction factorA, the nuclear charge distri
bution correction factord, and the QED radiative correction
k rad.

A. Nuclear magnetic moment

The nuclear magnetic momentsm I are taken from an early
measurement of the two naturally occurring isotopes of r
nium 185Re and187Re, done by nuclear magnetic resonan
~NMR! by Alder @42#. It yielded values of 3.1433mN and
3.1755mN ~uncorrected for atomic diamagnetism!. The mea-
surement was carried out in an aqueous solution of NaRe4.
The calibration was performed by using the resonance
23Na in a 0.25 molar NaCl aqueous solution with 1 mo
MnSO4, and assuming a 2.2158mN magnetic moment for
that nucleus. The data were acquired at a resonance
quency of 6.4 MHz in a variable magnetic field of aroun
0.67 T. The resonance linewidth was 0.001 T. In the com
lation of Raghavan@43# and in theTable of Isotopes@44#, a
standard atomic diamagnetic correction of 1.0138 applied
the rhenium isotopes, as well as an update of the const

e

TABLE I. Results from measurements of the hfs splitting of t
1s level of hydrogenic ions.

Ion Experimental hfs splitting
~eV!

165Ho661 2.1645~6! ~Ref. @28#!
185Re741 2.7190~18! ~this work!
187Re741 2.7450~18! ~this work!
209Bi821 5.0840~8! ~Ref. @27#!
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involved, gives a corrected result of 3.1871~3!mN and
3.2197~3!mN, respectively. Chemical shifts of the NMR fre
quency, which were not accounted for, and the fact that
electronic structure of the rhenium in that experiment w
not that of a free atom, but a chemically bound Re71, i.e.,
Re~VII !, could, however, have introduced a systematic er
in that measurement. We quote the experimental uncerta
in m I as given above, that is, 0.0094%. This gives, toget
with the wavelength determination uncertainty~0.067%!, a
total experimental uncertainty of 0.076% in the determin
tion of the 1s level hfs splitting energy, or 3.3% on th
determination of«.

B. Nuclear charge distribution

Using the above-mentioned value for the nuclear m
netic momentm I53.1871(3) nm, the nonrelativistic valu
for the hfs splitting of185Re obtained from Eq.~1! is 1.6977
eV. The values for187Re scale directly with the nuclear mag
netic moment. We take the relativistic correction factorA
51.7731 from the tabulation by Pyykko¨ @37#. It changes the
value of the hfs splitting (185Re) to 3.0103 eV for a poin
charge distribution. The value is reduced by the extensio
the nuclear charge distribution. Shabaev@30#, using a series
expansion of the electronic wave function for a homog
neous nuclear charge distribution with a radiusR0 given by
R0

255/3̂ r c
2& @^r c

2&1/255.351(50) from Ref.@45##, finds a cor-
rection factord50.0698 and obtains 2.80002 eV. We u
instead a direct numerical solution of the electronic wa
function, and find for the same charge distribution a sligh
smaller hfs splitting of 2.7963 eV, corresponding to ad of
0.0711. The discrepancy between our results and thos
Shabaev is found to grow withZ @39#, and is probably due to
omitted higher order terms in the series expansion.

The above value for̂ r c
2&1/255.351(50) fm was taken

from Johnson and Soff@45#, who use the relation̂r c
2&1/2

5(0.836A1/310.57060.05) fm in the absence of exper
mental data. However, a more accurate value^r c

2&1/2

55.39(1) fm can be obtained by interpolating experimen
results for the element withZ574 ~W! and 76 ~Os!. The
values for the isotopes of those elements with 110 neutr
were taken from a recent compilation by Nadjakov@46#, and
agree well with data given by Fricke@47#. The skin thickness
parameter is 0.523 fm, interpolated again from Refs.@46,
47#. These data are also consistent with the values foun
Refs.@48, 49#.

Using a Fermi charge distribution with a charge radius
^r c

2&55.39(1) fm, and a thickness parametera 50.523~10!
fm, we obtain a hfs splitting of 2.7965 eV~corresponding to
a charge distribution correctiond50.0710!. We have chosen
this Fermi distribution as a reference, and analyzed chan
in the hyperfine splitting resulting from small changes in t
charge distribution. With these data, the coefficients of
~3! are found to be xr520.000 925 fm22, and xa
50.001 73 fm22 @39#. A variation of the charge radius cor
responding to its estimated uncertainty results in a rela
change in the calculated hfs splitting of61024, and an un-
certainty of60.4% in the value of« due to systematic un
certainties in the charge distribution. For thickness para
eters in the range 0.513,a,0.533 fm the relative error in
the hfs splitting obtained using this approximation is62
e
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31025. This gives a total61.231024 relative error in the
hfs splitting due to systematic uncertainties in the nucl
charge distribution or60.5% of the value of«. Assuming
the same charge distribution for the two isotopes leads
BW effect that is about~0.2961.00!% larger for 187Re than
for 185Re.

C. QED radiative corrections

The two dominant QED corrections have been taken fr
recently published papers. Based on the calculations of
self-energy correction by Perssonet al. @31#, by interpolating
from the given data we obtain a228.16 meV correction.
Blundell et al. @50# predict for this correction a very clos
value of 228.17 meV. For the vacuum polarization, calc
lations by Schneideret al. in Ref. @32# give a VP correction
of 114.88 meV, giving an estimated total net QED corre
tion for 185Re of 213.3 meV, and213.4 meV for 187Re.
Recent calculations by Sunnergrenet al. @33# give slightly
modified values for the total QED corrections:210.8 meV,
215.1 meV,215.2 meV, and230.3 meV for165Ho, 185Re,
187Re, and209Bi, respectively, with eximated uncertainties
1%. This uncertainty contributes 0.2% to the systematic e
in the determination of«.

Note added in proof.Recently, calculations for the QED
corrections for H-like ions were performed by P. Sunnerg
et al., who have kindly allowed us to use and quote th
results in this paper. The numbers in the tables have b
slightly revised to account for these values.

D. Determination of «

For the reference Fermi charge distribution@^r c
2&

55.39(1) fm, a50.523 fm# we obtain after subtracting
QED effects an experimental value of the Bohr-Weissko
correction of«52.233~17!~9!~64!%, where the first uncer-
tainty results from the uncertainty in the charge distributi
~radius and skin thickness! and in the QED corrections
the second from the uncertainty in the value ofm I , and
the third from the experimental error in the waveleng
determination of the hfs transition. For187Re we obtain
«52.298~17!~9!~64!%.

TABLE II. Bohr-Weisskopf correction« for H-like ions deter-
mined from experiments and comparison with predicted val
~first uncertainty from charge distribution and QED, second fro
m I , third from hfs splitting measurement!.

Isotope
m I

~nm!
predicted«

%
experimental«

%

165Ho 4.132~3!a 0.86b 0.92~3!~12!~3!
185Re 3.1871~3!a 1.3b 2.233~17!~9!~64!
187Re 3.2197~3!a 1.3b 2.298~17!~9!~64!
209Bi 4.1103~5!c 1.1b 1.3d 2.1e 1.472~20!~12!~15!

am I taken fromTable of Isotopes~Ref. @44#!.
bShabaev, using a homogeneous distribution of the magnetic
ment coinciding with the charge distribution@30#.
cm I taken from Bastuget al. @53#.
dLabzowskiet al., dynamic proton model@51#.
eTomaselliet al., dynamically correlated nuclear shell model@52#.
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TABLE III. The parametersa and b in Eq. ~4! describing the sensitivity to the nuclear magnetizati
distribution ~from @39#!.

Element
a2

(1024 fm22)
a4

(1026 fm24)
a6

(1029 fm26)
b2

(1023 fm22)
b4

(1026 fm24)
b6

(1029 fm26)

Ho 4.8 22.0 4.6 2.9 20.9 1.7
Re 6.2 22.5 5.0 3.7 21.1 2.1
Bi 8.0 23.2 7.1 4.8 21.4 2.6
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We also analyze the published hfs splitting data for H-l
Ho661 @28# and Bi821 @27# in terms of the BW correction
We compare our results with some theoretical prediction
Table II.

The prediction of Ref.@30#, where a magnetic distribution
with ^r m

2 &'^r c
2& is used, is a BW correction of 1.3% for Re

This calculation disagrees with our experimental result b
factor of almost 2, well beyond the experimental and syste
atic uncertainties. One might expect that the magnetic m
ment would essentially follow the unpaired proton, a
should thus be more extended than the charge distribu
Indeed, if instead of being uniformly distributed the magn
tization is concentrated mainly on the surface, the BW c
rection to the hyperfine structure increases roughly by (5
giving a 2.2% Bohr-Weisskopf effect.

The experimental« value can be used to extract radii fo
the magnetic distribution, since the result is somewhat mo
independent—the correction« is determined mainly by the
value for ^r m

2 &. By performing calculations for a number o
different distributions, thea andb parameters in Eq.~4! can
be determined@39#, giving the values shown in Table III
These parameters can then be used to find the values fo
magnetization radiuŝr m

2 &1/2, which reproduces the observe
values~assuming that all contributions to the nuclear ma
netic moment follow the same distribution!. We evaluate the
results for three models, where the nuclear magnetizatio
distributed on a shell, a homogeneous distribution and
nally, a Fermi distribution of the magnetization. A summa
of these results is shown in Table IV.

The values for thê r m
2 &1/2 inferred by the three model

differ from each other by no more than 0.2 fm. Given the
model-dependent theoretical uncertainties, we present
final results for the magnetization radii with three uncerta
ties: the first uncertainty relates to the magnetizat
model dependence, the second to the parametriza
of the nuclear charge distribution, and QED calculatio
in
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and the third to the experimental error bars fromm I
and wavelength measurement. We obtain thus for185Re
^r m

2 &1/257.57(12)(4)(16) fm and for 187Re ^r m
2 &1/2

57.69(12)(4)(16) fm.
Analyzing the data from Ref.@28# for 165Ho in the same

way we find ^r m
2 &1/255.35(4)(9)(43) fm. This value of

^r m
2 &1/2 has to be compared with a nuclear charge radius

^r c
2&1/255.21(1) fm ~see Refs.@45–49#!. We thus find that

the Ho magnetization distribution is roughly similar to th
charge distribution, although this result has a large unc
tainty due to the error bar of them I value@44#. Similarly, we
take the 209Bi results from Ref. @27# and find ^r m

2 &1/2

56.59~4!~5!~7! fm, as compared witĥr c
2&1/255.519(2) fm

~see Refs.@45–49#!. The Bi magnetization is described by
radius about 20% larger. The Bi Bohr-Weisskopf correctio
calculated in earlier work, 1.1%~Ref. @30#!, 1.3% ~Ref.
@51#!, and 2.1%~Ref. @52#!, correspond to radii of 5.6, 6.1
and 7.8 fm, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a measurement of the hyperfine splitting
the 1s level of hydrogenic ions of the two natural isotopes
rhenium. By using available data on the nuclear magn
moment, nuclear charge radius, and QED we determin
Bohr-Weisskopf correction of the hfs of the 1s level of the
H-like Re741 ions of «(185Re)52.233(17)(73)% and
«(Re187)52.298(17)(73)%, where the first uncertain
arises from the linear addition of the uncertainties in t
charge distribution and QED effects, and the second from
addition of the uncertainties inm I and our experimental erro
bars.

From the measured values for« and using several model
for the nuclear magnetization, we infer the radius for t
distribution of the nuclear magnetization and fin
^r m

2 &1/2(185Re)57.57~12!~4!~16! fm and ^r m
2 &1/2(187Re)

57.69~12!~4!~16! fm, where the quoted uncertainties corr
es from
om the
TABLE IV. Measured Bohr-Weisskopf correction« and inferred magnetization radii^r m
2 &1/2. Error bud-

get of experimental results and model dependence of radii. The uncertainty in the first parentheses aris
the linear addition of the uncertainties in the charge distribution and QED effects, and the second fr
addition of the uncertainties inm I and our experimental error bars.

Uncertainties in« « ^r m
2 &1/2

QED r c m I l Shell Homogeneous Fermi
Isotope (1022) (1022) ~fm!

185Re 0.005 0.012 0.009 0.064 2.233~17!~73! 7.45~4!~15! 7.61~4!~16! 7.64~4!~16!
187Re 0.005 0.012 0.009 0.064 2.298~17!~73! 7.57~4!~15! 7.73~4!~16! 7.76~4!~16!
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spond to ~a! theoretical model dependence;~b!
~charge distribution!1QED; and~c! wavelength and nuclea
magnetic moment determination, respectively. These res
clearly indicate that the radius of the nuclear magnetiza
distribution is larger than the nuclear charge radius by a
tor 1.40~6! and 1.43~6! for 185Re and 187Re, respectively.
They also show the possibilities of hfs measurements of
like ions to obtain the most precise data on the magn
structure of the nucleus among the methods now availa
The results for Re favor models where the nuclear magn
zation appears mainly in an outer shell. Knowledge of va
ous nuclear distributions is of importance for several exp
ments. The atomic PNC, e.g., depends on a neu
distribution that has not been determined by laboratory
periments. These data are needed for refining atomic st
ture calculations used to calibrate PNC experiments. If
distribution of a possibleP andT violating nuclear electric
dipole moment can be approximated by the distribution
L

m

r-

.

l

B.

s.

B
ra
lts
n
c-

-
ic
le.
ti-
i-
i-
n
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e

f

the magnetic dipole moment, the ability for precise determ
nation of the differencêr c

2&2^r m
2 & will be of importance for

the interpretation of the limits for atomicP andT violation
@19,20#. We hope that the availability of accurate values w
stimulate nuclear structure calculations predicting these
tributions.
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